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I learned skills to carry forward
into other parts of my life, like
working as part of a group, listening
and taking on board other ideas.”
Music in Prisons participant feedback

I want to encourage people to follow
their dreams. I got into the wrong
crowd and it wasn’t cool to be good
at music. I feel like if young people
see someone like you who’s not a
teacher nagging them or telling them
what to do they will respond more.”
Sounding Out trainee

ESTABLISHED IN 1995 BY THE LATE LORD CHIEF
JUSTICE PETER TAYLOR, OUR PROGRAMMES
MAKING TRACKS, MUSIC IN PRISONS AND SOUNDING
OUT SUPPORT YOUNG PEOPLE AT RISK, PEOPLE
OF ALL AGES IN PRISONS, AND EX-PRISONERS
REBUILDING THEIR LIVES ON RELEASE.
Creating original music collaboratively can make a
powerful impact on people’s lives, bringing them
new confidence, important transferable skills (such as
communication, team-working, problem solving and
perseverance) and raised aspirations for the future.
We work with are some of the most disadvantaged
and marginalised individuals in our society, having

IN 2017/18 WE PROVIDED...
402
DAYS

of creative
music making
Up 25% (from 321 days)
on the previous year

57
DAYS

of paid training
opportunities
Up 16% (from 49 days)
the the previous year

OVER 27 PROJECTS INCLUDING...
INSIDE PRISONS

IN THE COMMUNITY

9 intensive projects and
7 Musician in Residence

1 programme with ex-prisoners
5 programmes with young

faced a range of issues, such as abuse, violence,

placements with adult men

substance misuse, mental health problems,

2 intensive projects

exclusion from school and homelessness.

with adult women

Our projects empower participants by allowing

We also began the training element of our Making Tracks: North West

them to create and perform the music themselves

partnership, piloted Carnegie Hall Weill Institute’s Lullaby Project in the

under the guidance of our exceptional team

UK and were commissioned by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra to

of professional musicians. In doing so, they are

train their musicians in both prison and community settings in the US.

able to share their own musical and cultural

people in challenging
circumstances

influences, experiment with music that interests

Projects involved 512 participants (up 14% on previous year, 448)

and excites them, and make their voices heard.

demonstrating our commitment to working with people

The benefits of our projects are experienced not

of all ages across the secure estate and in the community.

only by the individual participants, but by their

The original music produced on these projects was enjoyed

peers, friends, families and the wider community.

by live audiences of more than 1,500 people.

The Irene Taylor Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales no. 1073105 and company limited by guarantee no. 3637201.
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DETERMINATION
TO PROVE
THE VALUE
OF THE ARTS
FOLLOWING A HUGELY SUCCESSFUL 21ST
ANNIVERSARY YEAR, WE HAVE BEEN MOVING
AHEAD WITH OUR STRATEGIC PLAN, DEVELOPING
OUR EXISTING PROJECTS AND EMBEDDING
NEW ONES INTO OUR ONGOING PROGRAMME.
Two of our key aims for the year came to fruition,
both of which are hugely exciting for our future.

We also delivered our first Lullaby Project in the

Looking at the bigger picture, there is still a

One of the greatest joys continues to be seeing

UK with Praxis Community Projects and HMP

good deal of instability in the criminal justice

those we work with grow in confidence as they

Wandsworth. In partnership with the Royal

sector. This year saw three Secretaries of State

learn new skills. We have seen our Making Tracks

Philharmonic Orchestra we created, recorded

for Justice, all with different missions, making it

and Sounding Out participants flourish, speaking

and performed 15 new lullabies, recordings of

difficult to identify anything concrete to build

and performing at events they probably never

which were presented back to the families. The

on. As a founding steering group member of the

envisaged they’d be part of. We don’t underestimate

project was hugely moving; the lullaby is a genre

National Criminal Justice Arts Alliance (NCJAA),

how much we ask people to do, sometimes we’re

we have, as a group, continued to navigate

asking them to take the biggest step they have

through a complex and puzzling system to ensure

ever taken, but as a team we get an enormous

that the arts remains a key part of a prisons’

amount of pleasure supporting them through

regime. It has not been easy but there is a huge

it, watching them succeed and then fly.

which speaks to everyone and the mums and
dads we worked with captured the beauty of the
relationships with their children perfectly. One of
the lullabies composed at Praxis was selected to
be part of a celebration event at Carnegie Hall in
New York, where the project originated, which was
a great thrill for everyone. The pilot was evaluated
and we now have some useful information on
which to base the next phase of the project.

determination to prove that the arts should not
be side lined and indeed should celebrated for
the impact it has on those who engage with it.

Taking Making Tracks out of London for the

A number of opportunities to present our work

first time is part of a longer term ambition to

Our ongoing partnership with the Chicago

to others came about this year, in places as far

embed all our programmes in the North West,

Symphony Orchestra’s Negaunee Music Institute goes

apart as Scotland, Vienna and the US. Events

an area of the country where we’ve had strong

from strength to strength and as well as a project

such as these allow us to share our methods and

relationships for a number of years. Partnering with

with young men in Illinois Youth Centre, Chicago,

experience with others who may be interested

Manchester-based TiPP gives us access to great local

we began a creative music programme working

in following a similar path. Supporting others to

knowledge and enables us to run our new training

with families who have lost their children to gun

develop their creative practice is vital as we are all

programme for local musicians, to help develop

violence in the city. A number of the songs created

after the same ends, to offer opportunities to those

the workforce for the future North West projects.

were performed at a special ‘Concert for Peace’.

who might not ordinarily have access to them.
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As always, the success of all our programmes comes
from the solid base on which they are built and an
enormous thanks is due to the wonderful office team,
our trustees, and of course to all our exceptional

BRINGING MUSIC TO MORE DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE

2015/16

2017/18

2016/17

269

512

448

PRISON PROJECTS

COMMUNITY PROJECTS

2

MUSIC IN
PRISONS
INTENSIVE
PROJECTS
WITH WOMEN

4

2

7
MUSICIAN IN

YOUNG
PRODUCERS
PROGRESSION
PROJECTS

RESIDENCE
PLACEMENTS

musicians, for sharing their ideas, their expertise and

MAKING
TRACKS
COHORTS
IN LONDON

their humour in situations which are often extremely
challenging. All of this is made possible by the funders
who understand why this work is so important.
Thank you everyone!

SARA LEE
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

SOUNDING
OUT
EX-PRISONER
PROGRAMME

9
MUSIC IN

PRISONS
INTENSIVE
PROJECTS
WITH MEN

LULLABY
PROJECT
PILOT WITH
FATHERS IN
PRISONS

MAKING
TRACKS
NORTH WEST
LULLABY
PROJECT
PILOT WITH
MIGRANT &
REFUGEE
MOTHERS
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WORK OF
INTEGRITY
AND QUALITY

LULLABY PROJECT
EVALUATION

Youth Offending Teams through our Making Tracks
projects and this has been complemented by the
next phase of work with the Royal Philharmonic

ITT’s pilot Lullaby Projects with fathers

Orchestra with whom we piloted and evaluated our

in prison and with migrant and refugee

first Lullaby Projects. Alongside our continuing work

mothers in East London (delivered in

overseas with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and

partnership with the Royal Philharmonic

closer to home with TiPP, we continue to show our

A NUMBER OF NEW OPPORTUNITIES AROSE
FROM WHAT WAS A WONDERFULLY SUCCESSFUL
21ST ANNIVERSARY YEAR AND IT HAS BEEN MY
PLEASURE TO SEE HOW THINGS HAVE UNFOLDED
AND DEVELOPED OVER THIS PAST TWELVE MONTHS.

Once again, I would like to acknowledge the

We have seen our 2015-18 strategic plan come

team, musicians and trustees. It is not an easy

to a successful conclusion having achieved our

task to keep everything moving and to be able

goals, including reaching more people in and

to so quickly respond to the changes which

on the fringes of the criminal justice system.

regularly present themselves, whilst at the
same time continuing to produce and deliver

I am happy to report that project delivery has

work of such integrity and quality. I owe them

seen a 25% increase on the previous year with

gratitude and respect for all that they do.

produce and deliver projects of high quality both
in prisons with our Musician in Residence and
Music in Prisons projects and in the community
via Making Tracks and Sounding Out.
Our partnership work continues to strengthen
and develop. We are now working with more

6

by researcher Sara Ascenso. The report

solid foundations for our work moving forward.

extraordinary work carried out by our staff

the staff team and musicians continuing to

Orchestra) were independently evaluated

commitment to collaboration and our desire to lay

has been published on the National
Criminal Justice Arts Alliance’s Evidence

Through our work we hope to

1. Meet the needs of more men, women
and young people in and on the fringes

help participants towards key

of the Criminal Justice System

long-term outcomes:
• A changed mindset, leaving them

2. Strengthen our profile (locally,

ready to take on new challenges

nationally and internationally)

• Increased skills (interpersonal

3. Share our experience, knowledge, and
Finally, and as always, my sincere thanks to all the

evidence to promote the wider use of

and creative) and aspirations

funders and individuals who continue to support

music in prevention and rehabilitation

• Progressing on to education,

our work and who make it possible for us to achieve
our aims. Our work is only possible through your
generosity and understanding. Thank you.

HH JUDGE DEBORAH TAYLOR
CHAIR OF TRUSTEES (UNTIL OCTOBER 2018)

employment or training

4. Innovate and collaborate artistically,
developing our projects, approach and team
5. Diversify our funding model and

Project model stands as a highly relevant

Amazing, it’s very
touching, it’s a memory to
leave for your kid and a
good memory for yourself
as well ... to know that you
have done something right,
for the right reason ... to
make someone happy.”
Lullaby Project participant

initiative towards meeting the needs
of both participant groups and the
musicians, and the results make a strong
case for its implementation in the UK.”
Reflecting on the findings of the report,
ITT has developed plans with our
partner the RPO to deliver the Lullaby
Project over a two-year period (201921) in three locations in the UK; Suffolk,
Hull and London. As with the pilots,

Our full Theory of Change, exploring how our

each location will include a project in a

projects support participants to achieve these

prison and a project in the community.

outcomes, is on the back page of this report.

grow our activities sustainably.
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Library and concludes that “the Lullaby

OUTCOMES FOR
PARTICIPANTS

OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
UP TO 2021 ARE TO...
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MUSIC IN
PRISONS
MUSIC IN PRISONS INVOLVES INTENSIVE PROJECTS
FOR GROUPS OF AROUND TEN PRISONERS,
LEADING TO THE CREATION OF ORIGINAL MUSIC AND
PERFORMANCES AS A BAND; PARTICIPANTS LEARN
AND WORK COLLABORATIVELY, REQUIRING THE RAPID
DEVELOPMENT OF TEAM WORKING, COMMUNICATION
AND NEGOTIATION SKILLS TO ACHIEVE A HIGHQUALITY MUSICAL PERFORMANCE AND RECORDING.
This intensive model is highly practical as well as
highly effective; working intensively for a short
period makes it easier for prisons to accommodate
and support projects, and the impact on
participants is of a steep learning-curve only
possible through working on consecutive days.

The skills that they develop; the challenges
of working together to produce an album in a
week; and the determination and guts that are
required to perform in front of an audience
will remain with them all their future lives.”
Prison Learning & Skills Manager

These projects improve technical skills
and important skills like teamwork, as well
as improving mental health. They lift the
mood and decrease the likelihood of mental
health issues and violent incidents.”
Prison staff feedback

8

OUTCOMES
Prison staff assessing the impact of the intensive

PRISON MUSICIANS
IN RESIDENCE

projects provided the following feedback (on

We also run Musician in Residence placements

a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 meaning very successful):

to complement and sustain the impact of the

96% answered 5 when asked how much the

intensive projects, through the delivery of
weekly music sessions in key prisons. We are

project had improved prisoners’ self-esteem

gradually expanding this element of our work,

82% answered 5 when asked how much the project

which is currently operating in six prisons.

had improved prisoners’ team-working skills

67% answered 5 when asked how much the project

In questionnaires completed by participants

had improved prisoner/staff relationships

who had taken part in the sessions:

76% answered 5 when asked how much the

93% reported an increase in self-confidence
80% reported increased ability to work in a team
79% reported increased motivation to take

project had improved prisoners’ motivation

96% answered 5 when asked how
successful they think the project is.

part in other educational or training.

I noticed myself listening to others’ opinions
in a more respectful way, learning to laugh.”

This was a lovely day. Everyone in the group,
both morning and afternoon, was keen, supportive
and determined. Both sessions ran very naturally
and democratically. The musical skill varied
from advanced to beginner and there was
never a moment where anyone felt pressured,
insecure, impatient or slowed down. The music
we made was a reflection of this. It was solid
and had meaning. The afternoon ended with a
mutual round of applause from everyone.”

Project participant

It gave me joy and hope.”
Project participant

I enjoyed every aspect of this, our group, our
band, our teachers were absolutely brilliant.
Loved the feeling when we got it all right!”

Musician in Residence diary

Project participant

This has given me skills to ask for help,
not to be scared, I can now take a chance.”
Project participant

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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SOUNDING
OUT
THE SOUNDING OUT PROGRAMME WAS DEVELOPED
IN 2012 AS A ‘THROUGH-THE-GATE’ PROGRAMME
FOR EX-PRISONERS; A PROGRESSION ROUTE
FOR PEOPLE WHO HAD TAKEN PART IN OUR
MUSIC IN PRISONS PROJECTS, DESIGNED
TO SUPPORT EX-PRISONERS TO GET
THEIR LIVES BACK ON TRACK FOLLOWING
RELEASE THROUGH A COMBINATION OF
MUSIC CREATION, LIVE PERFORMANCES
AND PAID TRAINING PLACEMENTS.
Sounding Out gained momentum over the last

EVALUATING SOUNDING OUT 2016-2018

What I didn’t expect was the level of
professionalism … Music and lyrics are written
by the men who seemed to have that essential
ingredient to carry an audience: confidence.”
Sounding Out Bush Hall performance review in Inside Time

Newer and older Sounding Out participants took

During the year work was

recommendations not only for ITT on how to

undertaken by Dr Rachel Massie,

develop the programme, but for the criminal justice

Andrew Jolly and Professor

system and funders in how to effectively support it.

Laura Caulfield from the Institute

part in a range of ambassadorial appearances
and performances, including at Clinks’ annual
conference, University of Warwick’s ‘Beyond Bars’
event, and featuring on National Prison Radio.

My lessons are helping me to realise the potential
I’d forgotten I had and help maintain my positivity
about the future since my release. You have shown
me it’s never too late to learn and improve my skills
and to progress down a new chosen career path.”

of Community Research and

In assessing the impact on Sounding Out

Development, University of

participants between 2016 and 2018, the report

Wolverhampton, to evaluate

found that: “Involvement in a carefully designed

the impact of the Sounding Out programme on

programme of music creation, skills development

participants engaging between 2016 to 2018,

and work placements can have a significant

building on previous evaluation of the pilot cohort.

impact on the rehabilitation and re-integration
of people seeking resettlement from prison.”

The evaluation was designed to inform the next

Sounding Out trainee

phase of the Sounding Out programme, making

year, working with a new group of ex-prisoners,

The full report is available to read on our website.

who formed a band which they named ‘Inside
Out’. As well as providing creative projects and
performance opportunities, a special training

MUSICJELLY COLLABORATION: SOUNDING OUT GETS INTERACTIVE
In summer 2018 Sounding Out joined forces with

to date created two enthralling and fun interactive

an interactive video of their signature track

Musicjelly, a unique audio-visual project from

soundscape loop palettes: “Based on the idea that

Human. Throughout the film you can choose

Strange Pill artists, spending three days together

the whole is more than the sum of its parts, but that

which parts to hear and which to mute. This

Young Producers projects with young people.

filming and recording. After much technical and

the parts are also essential for the whole to exist ...

allows you to appreciate and explore the layers

artistic post-production wizardry from Musicjelly, the

exploring the audio-visual deconstruction of a song
as a new way of experiencing music and expanding

that go into building Inside Out’s epic sound.

A highlight of the year was a concert at London’s

result was a collection of beautiful and innovative

Bush Hall to showcase ‘Inside Out’, which

collaborations which anyone can interact with.

our aural perception,” as Musicjelly describe it.

included collaboration between the band

Musicians from all three cohorts of Sounding Out

Second cohort band Inside Out also recorded

project equipped the participants with the
skills needed to accompany ITT’s Project Team
as Support Musicians on our Making Tracks and

INTERACT WITH SOUNDING OUT VIA MUSICJELLY WEBSITE
www.musicjelly.com/portfolio/
sounding-out_mashable-video-palettes

and a string quartet, Phaedra Ensemble:

10
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MAKING
TRACKS
MAKING TRACKS TARGETS YOUNG PEOPLE
AT ELEVATED RISK, INCLUDING THOSE ON
THE FRINGES OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM AND THOSE WHO ARE NEET (NOT IN
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT OR TRAINING).
We expand the horizons of the young people
and offer up to a year of progression support,
including: taster sessions; an intensive
workshop week which culminates in a live
performance to the local community; a series
of follow-on music sessions tailored to the
group’s interests; one-to-one sessions with
our Personal Development Coordinator.
The pilot Making Tracks project took place in
Lambeth in 2011 and it became a regular part
of our programme from 2012 onwards. Over the
last year we delivered four cohorts of Making
Tracks, one in Croydon in partnership with the
Prince’s Trust, engaging with young people
not in education, employment or training, and
three in partnership with community Youth

12

Offending Teams, in Newham, Hammersmith
& Fulham and Lewisham, reaching some of the
most vulnerable young people in London.

POST-PROJECT PROGRESSION
OPPORTUNITIES
Two Young Producers progression projects also

Coordinator supported the young people to

took place during the year, offering talented

participate, worked with them to complete Arts

former participants paid work experience as they

Award portfolios (for some a first accreditation) and

learnt the skills needed to curate, promote and

after the projects offered all participants tailored

stage-manage a live music event in a professional

progression support, helping them to move onto

London venue. These projects also provided a

employment, education, training or volunteering.

performance platform for other young people

YOT staff feedback

One of ITT’s key strategic objectives is to take
its community work beyond London; this

YOUNG PRODUCERS

During each project, the Personal Development

What I witnessed of those young people,
who were playing instruments in a competent
and cognisant manner, in such a short space
of time, has given further testimony that
those young people will thrive if time, and a
little bit of resources are invested in them.”

MAKING TRACKS: NORTH WEST
aim was realised in 2018 with the start of a
two-year pilot to establish the Making Tracks
programme in Manchester, partnering with
TiPP and other local groups to source young
participants who will benefit from taking part.
The pilot began with a training programme to
develop the skills of local musicians, both at the

who had previously participated in Making Tracks.

beginning of and further into their careers, by
showing them ITT’s facilitation approach. These

Taking the Young Producer role has
taught me to speak up and that has made
me more comfortable working in a group.
Thank you for everything, I had the best time
and will remember this for a long time.”

local musicians will be part of the team delivering
the Making Tracks projects alongside ITT’s
existing highly experienced team of musicians.

Young Producer feedback

A lot of us were in our shell at the
beginning, but we quickly bonded over
our common love of music.”
Making Tracks participant

Everyone opened up and we were
so encouraging of one another.”
Making Tracks participant

The teachers were inspiring, engaging,
helpful, gave me hope and made me
realise that I can have a meaning to
my life. They are awesome people.”
Making Tracks participant

This has been the most useful training
I’ve had for any job in any setting. I feel
like every day we are progressing.”

YOUNG WORKSHOP LEADER TRAINING
As part of our plans to broaden the range of

Trainee Musician, Making Tracks: North West

progression opportunities we can offer to
former Making Tracks participants, we have also
developed a new Young Workshop Leader Training
programme, to debut in 2019. Like Sounding Out,
it will develop the facilitation skills of the young
people, enabling them to take on co-facilitation
roles in future cohorts of Making Tracks.

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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THANKS
TO OUR
DONORS
2017/18

OUR
FINANCES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2018
(incorporating an income and expenditure account)

Donations over £1,000 were gratefully received from those listed below in 2017/18. The

Rayne Foundation
Taurus Foundation

OUR WORK WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE
WITHOUT THE KIND SUPPORT
OF TRUSTS, FOUNDATIONS
AND INDIVIDUAL DONORS. OUR
HEARTFELT THANKS TO EVERYONE
WHO HAS CONTRIBUTED.

We would like to thank everyone

If you would be interested in helping us

donations were either used for their specific purpose within the financial year or held
over into the next financial year for their specified use in the near future.

RESTRICTED DONATIONS

Rothschild Foundation

Arts Council England

Tower Hill Trust

Arts Patron Trust

And a donor who wished

Big Lottery Fund

to remain anonymous

Didymus CIO
Eleanor Rathbone Trust
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Granada Foundation
Hadrian Trust
Hilden Charitable Fund

UNRESTRICTED DONATIONS
29th May 1961 Charitable Trust
Bromley Trust
Garfield Weston Foundation
Hanley Trust

else who made a donation to
support our work, especially
all the ‘Friends’ of the Trust,
whose regular contributions
are so greatly appreciated.

transform the futures of more vulnerable
men, women and young people, we
would be delighted to talk you through
funding options, such as joining our regular
supporter ‘Friends’ scheme, leaving a
legacy or making a one-off major gift.

Henry Smith Charity

Hobson Charity

Joe and Rosa Frenkel Charitable Trust

Please feel free to contact us directly

Leathersellers’ Company Charity

Lambert Charitable Trust

for further information:

National Foundation or Youth Music Odin Charitable Trust
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Peter Stebbings Memorial Charity
PRS for Music Foundation
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donations@irenetaylortrust.com
www.irenetaylortrust.com/support-us

Philip King Charitable Trust

2017

Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

Total

124,672

23,787

148,459

143,403

63,731
9,604
870
185
199,062

105,000
199,345
328,132

168,731
208,949
870
185
527,194

96,739
162,767
4,079
160
407,148

INCOME FROM:

Donations and legacies
Charitable activities:
Provision of music projects
Projects in the community
Other trading activities
Investment income
Total incoming resources
Generating funds
Charitable activities:
Provision of music projects
Projects in the community
Total resources expended
NET INCOME/ (EXPENDITURE) BEFORE TRANSFERS

Transfers between funds
Net movement in funds
Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2018

STATEMENT FROM THE TRUSTEES
The summary financial information shows the
incoming and outgoing resources relating to our
activities undertaken in the year. The information
is taken from the full financial statements which
were approved by the trustees in October 2018
and submitted to the Charity Commission.
In order to gain a full understanding of the
financial affairs of the charity, the full audited
financial statements, trustees’ annual report and

EXPENDITURE ON:

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD

THE IRENE TAYLOR TRUST / ANNUAL REPORT 2018

2018

45,808

-

45,808

48,847

36,848
44,728
127,384

148,576
185,700
334,276

185,424
230,428
461,660

173,963
147,108
369,918

71,678

(6,144)

65,534

37,230

(62,086)
9,592

62,086
55,942

65,534

37,230

86,545

197,819

284,364

247,134

96,137

253,761

349,898

284,364

auditors’ report should be consulted. Copies can
be obtained from the charitable company.
SIGNED ON BEHALF OF THE TRUSTEES
Paul Meitner ACA Hon Treasurer
October 2018
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MUSIC IN
PRISONS

SOUNDING
OUT

MAKING
TRACKS

• Open to all
prisoners

• For ex-prisoners
who have
participated in
Music in Prisons
• Two year
training
programme

• For 16-25 years olds
not in education,
employment or training
• Intensive week plus
follow up sessions and
personal development
support§

• Intensive projects
• And/or Musician in
Residence weekly
music sessions

TAKING PART IN OUR
PROJECTS LEADS TO...
STARTING POINT FOR
PARTICIPANTS...
• STIGMATISED
INDIVIDUALS ON THE
FRINGES OF SOCIETY
• NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES
OF FORMAL EDUCATION
• LACKING IN SKILLS,
SELF-CONFIDENCE
AND ASPIRATIONS

OPPORTUNITY
TO EXPRESS

LEARNING
BY STEALTH

Work with
professional
musicians to
write songs and
learn instruments

Tap into emotions
through
song-writing

Form a band
with peers
Feel able to
express, explore
and experiment

Share own life
experiences
through the music

INCREASING
SELF-EFFICACY
& CONFIDENCE
Provided with
a safe and
encouraging
'space' for
development
of skills
Record music

Learn to listen
and communicate
effectively

Perform at a gig
to an audience

Learn to share
ideas, compromise,
collaborate

Feel supported
musically and
emotionally
Increased
confidence to
work with others

The Irene Taylor Trust

NEW
IDENTITY

NEW
ASPIRATIONS

Share CD with
friends and family

Supported by
our team to find
progression
routes to further
build skills

Earn Arts Award
(Making Tracks)
Change
perceptions of
others, showing
talent, bravery,
commitment and
perseverance
Improved
relations with
prison staff and
case workers
Confidence boost
to try new things
Emerging sense
of identity as
a musician

7-14 Great Dover Street
London
SE1 4YR

Trained to become
Support Musicians
(Sounding Out)

LONG-TERM
OUTCOMES

CHANGED MINDSET,
READY TO TAKE ON
NEW CHALLENGES

Trained to become
Young Producers
(Making Tracks)
Motivation to
take part in
other learning
or training
Refrain from
offending or
re-offending

INCREASED SKILLS

( INTERPERSONAL &
MUSICAL ) & ASPIRATIONS

Embraced as part
of community

www.irenetaylortrust.com
@irenetaylortrustmusic

@irenetaylortrust

@MusicInPrisons

@MusicinPrisons

Outputs
What ITT enables participants to do
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Outcomes
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Changes participants experience as a result

IN EDUCATION,
EMPLOYMENT
OR TRAINING

